Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Wednesday, February 8, 2017
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 11:05 am Mountain/AZ
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Erin Posthumus (NCO); Esperanza (Signs of the Seasons, New England);
Suzanne Mrozak (Arnold Arboretum); Sarah Bois (Linda Loring Foundation Land Trust, Nantucket); Carly Rekosh (Gulf
Coast Phenology Trail); Celia Cuomo (Mohonk Preserve, New York Phenology Project); Tallie Segal (Rio Grande
Phenology Trail); Stella Kovacs (California Phenology Project)

Celebrate an achievement!
-

-

-

-

-

Esperanza – Signs of the Seasons – Large Botanical Garden in Maine, partner and advisory group created space
for them to do trainings there. The BG would like to institute sites for their members to observe phenology and
trainings for phenology at gardens. Also Beth Bisson (Esperanza’s colleague and SoS New Hampshire contact)
and she taught a few classes at the college level for phenology. Because of that they are going to establish
phenology sites at Colby and UMaine.
Suzanne – Arnold Arboretum – getting more connected to the arboretum side now, since they’ve mostly just
working with the Wolcovich lab. The Arboretum has agreed to get signs for the plants for the Tree Spotters to
make them easier to find. This can be thought of as Phase 2 of this project.
Carly – Gulf Coast Phenology Trail – set up a few sites at Grand Bay NERR and is starting to set up sites at the
Mississippi Sandhill Crane NWR. This month will have their first volunteer training.
Celia – NYPP – anticipating spring, organizations part of NYPP are gearing up for their spring training for
volunteers (for those that have data observers). Range from having few observers to many in numbers, up to
nd
observing for 4 years. Slowly adding new sites, Saratoga National Historic Park. 2 site here that is part of the
NPS – they’ve been observing for a few years but have just recently been connected to the NYPP. High School,
College, but most are nature centers and preserves. LA says that at the NCO we try to connect people to each
other when they come through with requests, etc.
Sarah – LL Land Trust – they’ve been collecting phenology data at the property for 3 years, part of a research
project – data goes into NPN and they are doing different things with it. She was able to cross off something on
her list – buried data loggers for soil stats, etc! Starting a related project that was inspired by the NE Phenology
Meeting – winter twig brought in complimentary to phenology data, gives them something to do between seasons.
Esperanza would like to hear how it goes! Inspired by Richard Primack’s talk. Suz saw that blurb from Richard
and posted it in her newsletter so Tree Spotters could do it too. Can collect good data with it, but it adds to the
pheno study by answering questions about specific species. Is an understandable activity for any age of
participant.
Tallie – Rio Grande Phenology Trail – adding school sites to the trail. They have 3 set up so far 2 in Las Cruces,
one in Albuquerque. Her position is a partnership between the Refuge and cit sci organization based at a school.
Real interest in engaging more students. They are piloting a school yard program and has documented some
important lessons learned about what info and support is needed to get a project.
Stella – California Phenology Project – she originally volunteered to study phenology with Susan Mazer (CPP), in
the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden 2 years ago and has recently trained 4 people to observers She is the only
one who has been consistently doing it there! They are doing a training in about 10 days at the BG with 30
volunteers registered! Stella is helping to get a few people to continue more regularly. And also would like to add
some plants to their list of species observed. Looking at plants for 2 years is edifying and she’s found it is hard to
be away from them.

Discussion Topic: Advanced Training: Teaching topics such as intensity
-

Celia – she did trainings on intensity a few years ago. Two people who were experienced who attended, others
were not. Over all it was difficult b/c within the group people had a hard time agreeing on what the correct answer
was. Thus they felt like the training was not a success, and they wanted to follow up with another training, but
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have not done that yet. Used some of the NPN resources. Would be interested to hear what worked for others.
Stella – studying black elderberry at the end of the season, Susan used the grey hair on her head to teach about
how much or how many. They also took photos of intensity measures, had people take a step back to look at it.
Hard for people to understand by looking at the plant at first, but it gets easier through time. Found that it was
important to tell participants that you don't have to put anything on the datasheet if you are unsure, can leave that
blank.
LA – Were the observers new people to site and to the plants? Celia says, yes, reasonably so, from her own
experience, it gets easier as you become more familiar with the individual trees. For some people estimating a
percentage of an irregularly shaped thing is really difficult. LA - What do you need from us as training resources,
that might be helpful?
Suz – her group is looking at big trees like oak, maple, beech. Enormous canopy is a challenge to even see the
whole tree. Percentage of open flowers is hard, no time to look with binoculars. Need to get comfortable – birders
also have this issue – info on eBird on measuring flock size, lots of resources there. How useful is the intensity
information to NPN and researchers? Is it for measuring Pollinators? Green up?
Erin – the part of that data that is most important is the peak – if you can show the progression over time that’s
what’s useful. LA says that if you are consistently using the same analysis when recording your measures, you
should still be able to capture the peak.
Sarah – emphasizes time is critical – as people look for a year or two it will get easier. Tells observers that this
exercise shouldn’t take more than 30 seconds-if you take more than that you are overthinking it. Leaf coloration in
the fall, full leaf out – it is kind of a quick and dirty, estimating. Fall into some bin more or less, and being
consistent through time. This can take the pressure off of needing to be exact.
Esperanza trains about 100 people per year, 7-10 trainings in different trainings in each region. They force
forsythia and other plants to use indoors – have people estimate intensity in groups of two or three people. She
also has them send them a picture to the leaders if they can’t ID the species or the correct intensity info. The
more that you see it develop the more you can see the differences in intensity. By second year of observing they
feel more comfortable. Looking for that validation that what they are seeing is OK
Suz says she was using eBird and looking at her feeder – wasn't reporting house sparrows b/c they were too hard
to count. She got in touch with the folks there and they told her Its ok to just say you saw them. You can at least
say yes you are observing something. That took the pressure off. Nature’s Notebook already has that capability
built in – to just report a Yes or No rather than counting the intensity too.
LA - Would it be helpful for us to put something together to validate what is or isn’t correct in intensity measure?
Tallie – article from eBird called “Counting 101” was helpful – explained what is obtained from doing these things.
Maybe the NCO could put together just a few bullet points about why and what intensity measures are used for in
analysis. Something she noticed at the Botanic Garden in Abq – mix of tress and shrubs there. They are a fairly
precise group of vols. Will actually count seeds and/or ripe fruit. If people want to do that on a small scale like
counting seeds where they can be precise is helpful in addition to having a big picture exercise with general
estimation. Giving them the experience of doing both in a training may help them feel more comfortable in the
field.
Erin – has anyone used a photo to estimate intensity? Looking at the picture on the screen to do the estimation?
Esp thinks that makes sense. She brings in plants, but for those that she can’t force or bring in, she could do that.
Suz likes the idea – has a number of people who are photographers. Could get a photo into the canopy at the top
of the beech tree, but that would be really hard. Difference in the number of flowers. Maybe get drone to take
pictures! Or a bucket truck! Different with things being concentrated in certain parts of it. If you observed it through
time, you would know that. Mast years can make it even more difficult.
Tallie – school sites do photos each week, build their own phenophase guide as they go through the first year.
These guides have helped them with field trips, they put them together from those pictures. Where to store the
photos? Erin - We have a Flickr page for this very thing, organized by species for others to use! We are seeking
photos to add to it. Erin will send the link to the info for that.

TAKE AWAYS:
-

The exercise of recording intensity for each bin shouldn’t take more than 30 seconds-if you take more than that
you are overthinking it.
Giving people other info about the “why collect intensity,” and “the how” is helpful.
If you can helping them to validate their experience, some how by asking them to send you a photo or “grading
their work” they will feel more confident.
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-

Give observers in training a small scale intensity experience like counting seeds, where they can be precise, and
also a big picture exercise with general estimation on a canopy (outdoors or with pictures) so they can experience
the difference between the two activities. Tell them that the latter is perfectly ok.
Observe over time, gets easier
Capture the peak, use the same methodology per time

Action items
-

Can Sarah Send the lesson plan for the winter twig phenology supplemental activity?
Can Tallie share some lessons learned from piloting their school projects?
The NCO can create bullet point list of why the intensity is or isn’t useful for use in trainings

Pending discussion topics:
-

Suzanne – how to make thing more social, but not require social activity. Engaging volunteers. Scheduling time
with people to go together.

Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned – 11:59 am Mountain/AZ time.
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